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Abstract. There are many axes of complexity in nuclear energy modeling and simulation. Multiphysics, multi-scale feedback gets the most attention in efforts like CASL, MOOSE and NEAMS,
with a focus on increasing the fidelity of those simulations to reduce approximations of wellunderstood fundamental physical phenomena on relatively simple geometric domains. My work
explores alternative axes: in one case the geometry itself introduces the complexity; in the other,
poorly defined interactions among facilities can lead to complex behavior. With CAD-based
Monte Carlo radiation transport at its core, the Svalinn software suite supports workflows that
couple the neutronics results in these complex geometries to other analyses including
deterministic transport, neutron activation, heat transfer, and mechanical analyses. These tools
are being used for support of licensing at ITER, designing radiation protection for astronaut travel
to Mars, and experiment design at ATR. Cyclus uses agent-based modeling to track the flow of
material among nuclear energy facilities with a specific goal of facilitating the introduction of
new facility models, either to improve the physics model, add nuance to the way the facility
interacts with others, or both. This open source platform enables innovation while ensuring
nuclear engineering material compatibility as new facilities are introduced and improved. Recent
work has used Cyclus at large scale to study optimization of fuel cycles and hedging scenarios
under disruption.
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